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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] This disclosure relates to an autonomous mo-
bile robot confinement system.

BACKGROUND

[0002] Autonomous robots that perform household
functions such as floor cleaning and lawn cutting are now
readily available consumer products. Commercially suc-
cessful robots are not unnecessarily complex, and gen-
erally operate randomly within a confined area. In the
case of floor cleaning, such robots are generally confined
within (i) touched walls and other obstacles within the
rooms of a dwelling, (ii) IR-detected staircases (cliffs);
and/or (iii) user placed detectable barriers such as direct-
ed IR beams, physical barriers or magnetic tape. Walls
provide most of the confinement perimeter. Other, much
less ubiquitous robots may try to localize or to map the
dwelling using a complex system of sensors and/or active
or passive beacons (e.g., sonar, RFID or bar code de-
tection, or various kinds of machine vision).
[0003] Some consumer robotic lawn mowers use a
similar "invisible" barrier - a continuous guide conductor
boundary proposed for confining random motion robotic
mowers. The guide conductor is intended to confine the
robot within the lawn or other appropriate area, so as to
avoid damaging non-grassy areas of the yard or intruding
onto a neighboring property. The conductor is one con-
tinuous loop around the property to be mowed. Although
the guide conductor can be drawn into the property in
peninsulas to surround gardens or other off limits areas,
it remains a continuous loop, and is energized with an
AC current detectable as a magnetic field at a few feet.
The guide conductor must be supplied with power, usu-
ally from a wall socket. Within the bounded area, the
known robots may "bounce" randomly as the robot nears
the guide conductor, or may follow along the guide con-
ductor. Some of the mowers also touch and bounce from
physical barriers. More complex commercial mowers
may try to localize or to map the mowing area, again
using a complex system of sensors and/or active or pas-
sive beacons (e.g., sonar, RF, RSS, TDOA, AOA, NFER,
encoded optical retro-reflector detection, machine vi-
sion).
[0004] Published international patent application no.
WO 99/38056 discloses an electronic search system for
a working tool, such as a lawn mower or vacuum-cleaner,
in which system a border cable is placed so that it sep-
arates an inner area from an outer area. A first signal
generator feeds the border cable with current, whose
magnetic field affects a sensing unit located on the tool,
so that the sensing unit emits signals to a control unit,
which directs the tool’s motion in order to prevent it from
remoting from the inner area. The current contains at
least two alternating-current components of different fre-

quency. At least one more cable, called search cable is
placed within the inner area, so that is separates a search
area and each search cable respectively is fed by a signal
generator with an adapted current, whose alternating-
current components are virtually identical with the alter-
nating-current components in the border cable, but where
the current direction in each one of the search cables
alternates in time in being either in phase or out of phase
in relation to the current direction in the border cable, so
that the magnetic fields in the different areas, which are
separated by each cable respectively, will create at least
three essentially unique time patterns, and hereby the
control unit can separate the inner area, the outer area
and at least one search area.

SUMMARY

[0005] A confinement system for confining an autono-
mous mobile robot within a work area may include one
or more of a boundary wire and beacons arranged in the
work area so that when the autonomous mobile robot
recognizes the boundary wire and/or beacons, the au-
tonomous mobile robot stays within the work area (e.g.,
by avoiding or not crossing over the boundary wire and/or
beacons). Installation of the boundary wire can be labor
intensive. To ease the installation process, dispenser
units carrying a dispensable length of boundary wire can
be arranged about a boundary of the work area and in-
terconnected using dispensed lengths of boundary wire
from each dispensing unit to form a perimeter loop of the
work area. Moreover, a powered unit can be connected
to the loop of connected boundary wires to deliver a cur-
rent therethrough.
[0006] One aspect of the disclosure provides a con-
finement system for a robotic lawnmower. The confine-
ment system includes at least two dispenser units and a
powered unit in wired connection with the at least two
dispenser units. Each dispenser unit includes a housing
containing a length of boundary wire electrically connect-
ed to the housing at one end and terminating at a mating
connector for transferring an electrical signal at the op-
posite end. The housing defines an opening for dispens-
ing a variable length of the boundary wire. Each dispens-
er unit also includes a receiving terminal disposed on the
housing for receiving a mating connector of another dis-
penser unit. The powered unit includes at least one elec-
trical connector configured to connect and deliver current
to at least one of the at least two dispenser units. The at
least two dispenser units and the powered unit can be
arranged and connected to form a loop of connected
boundary wires recognizable by a robotic lawnmower. In
response to recognizing a boundary wire, the robotic
lawnmower may avoid crossing the boundary wire.
[0007] Implementations of the disclosure may include
one or more of the following optional features. In some
implementations, the at least one electrical connector of
the powered unit is configured to receive a mating con-
nector of a boundary wire of one of the at least two dis-
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penser units. In some examples, the powered unit in-
cludes another boundary wire configured to mate with a
receiving terminal of one of the at least two dispenser
units. In this case, the boundary wire of the powered unit
forms part of the loop of connected boundary wires. The
powered unit can deliver a current through the loop of
connected boundary wires. The powered unit may in-
clude a unit body defining a receiving surface configured
to receive the robotic lawnmower in a docked position
and a charging system supported by the unit body. The
charging system is configured to electrically connect with
the robotic lawnmower when the robotic lawnmower is
in the docked position. In some examples, the powered
unit is an electrical socket (e.g., a wired electrical socket
that receives an electrical plug in electrical communica-
tion with the boundary wire).
[0008] The confinement system optionally includes a
beacon disposed on each of the at least two dispenser
units and the powered unit. The beacon is configured to
transmit a beacon identifier signal to the robotic lawn-
mower (e.g., which may use the beacon identifier signal
for localization of the robotic lawnmower with respect to
the beacon). In some implementations, the beacon iden-
tifier includes a sequence value corresponding to a se-
quential position (e.g., 1, 2, 3, ... n) of the corresponding
beacon along the connected boundary wires. The at least
two dispenser units may communicate over the connect-
ed boundary wires to assign the consecutive sequence
value to each beacon identifier. After interconnection of
the dispenser units using the boundary wires, the dis-
penser units may determine an ordering of the beacons
around the loop of boundary wires and assign a sequen-
tial position to each beacon. Each beacon may be con-
figured to emit a localization signal for receipt by the op-
erating robotic lawnmower. The localization signal may
allow the robotic lawnmower to calculate a pose of the
robotic lawnmower based on at least one of signal
strength ranging (SSR), time difference of arrival
(TDOA), or an angle of arrival (AOA). In some examples,
the localization signal is a radio frequency (RF) signal.
In additional examples, the localization signal is an ultra-
wide band (UWB) emission.
[0009] The dispenser units and the powered unit may
each include a transceiver configured to communicate
and/or receive a communication signal through the con-
nected boundary wires to/from another one of the dis-
penser units or the powered unit. The beacons may emit
isynchronous localization signals and the communication
signal between the at least two dispenser units may be
a sync pulse. The isynchronous localization signals may
be time of arrival emissions in the ultra-wide radio fre-
quency band.
[0010] In some implementations, each dispenser unit
includes a rotatable spool housed by the housing and
carrying a winding of the corresponding length of bound-
ary wire. The rotatable spool may be spring biased toward
a take-in rotation direction and selectively engageable to
allow selective retraction of a variable length of boundary

wire. Moreover, each dispenser unit may include a stake
disposed on the housing for anchoring the dispenser unit
to a ground surface.
[0011] The details of one or more implementations of
the disclosure are set forth in the accompanying drawings
and the description below. Other aspects, features, and
advantages will be apparent from the description and
drawings, and from the claims.

DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[0012]

FIG. 1 is a perspective view of an exemplary system
including an autonomous lawn care mobile robot, a
confinement system, and a base station.
FIG. 2A is a schematic view of an exemplary auton-
omous lawn care mobile robot.
FIG. 2B is a schematic view of an exemplary auton-
omous lawn care mobile robot.
FIG. 2C is a schematic view of an exemplary auton-
omous lawn care mobile robot.
FIG. 3 is a perspective view of an exemplary dock-
ing/charging station for an autonomous lawn care
mobile robot.
FIG. 4 is a schematic view of a method of lawn cutting
with an autonomous lawn care mobile robot.
FIG. 5 is a schematic of a yard perimeter bounded
by an exemplary confinement system for the auton-
omous lawn care mobile robot.
FIG. 6A is a schematic front view of an exemplary
dispenser unit for an autonomous lawn care mobile
robot confinement system.
FIG. 6B is a schematic rear view of an exemplary
dispenser unit for an autonomous lawn care mobile
robot confinement system.
FIG. 6C is a perspective partial cross section view
of an exemplary dispenser unit.
FIG. 6D is a perspective partial cross section view
of an exemplary dispenser unit.
FIG. 6E is a side view of the exemplary dispenser
unit of FIG. 6D.
FIG. 6F is a top view of the exemplary dispenser unit
of FIG. 6D.
FIG. 6G is a perspective view of the exemplary dis-
penser unit of FIG. 6D.
FIG. 6H is a perspective exploded view of the exem-
plary dispenser unit of FIG. 6D.

[0013] Like reference symbols in the various drawings
indicate like elements.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0014] An autonomous robot may be designed to mow
a lawn by moving about the lawn and cutting the grass
as it is traversing the lawn. A confinement system can
keep the autonomous robot on the lawn, away from haz-
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ards, and within a particular work area.
[0015] FIG. 1 illustrates an example system 10 that
includes an autonomous lawn care mobile robot 100 (al-
so referred to as a robotic lawnmower or simply "the ro-
bot"), a docking/charging station 300 (also referred to as
a base station), and confinement system 500 having
boundary wire 520 and boundary markers 600, 600a-g
recognizable by the robot 100, so that the robot 100 may
stay within a work area 20, such as a lawn. The boundary
wire 520 can be arranged in a loop that traces a perimeter
21 of the work area 20. The robot 100 may maneuver
about the work area 20 in an autonomous manner while
recognizing the boundary wire 520 and/or the boundary
markers 600 and staying within the confines established
by the boundary wire 520 and the boundary markers 600.
For example, the robot 100 may avoid crossing the
boundary wire 520. Moreover, one or more boundary
markers 600 may include a beacon 50 configured to
transmit a beacon identifier signal to the operating robotic
lawnmower 100, so that the robotic lawnmower 100 can
localize to the boundary markers 600 or within a previ-
ously mapped area of the lawn 20.
[0016] Referring FIGS. 2A-2C, in some implementa-
tions, the robot 100 includes a body 110 defining a trans-
verse axis 105, a drive system 120, a sensor system 130,
and a surface treater 200 supported by the body 110.
The drive system 120 is carried by the body 110 and
configured to maneuver the robot 100 across a surface
20 (e.g., a lawn). The sensor system 130 may include at
least one surface sensor 132, 134, 136 carried by the
body 110 and responsive to at least one surface charac-
teristic. Examples of the surface treater 200 include a
reciprocating symmetrical cutter floating on a following
wheel 210, a rotary cutter, a spreader, and a gatherer.
The robot body 110 supports a power source 102 (e.g.,
a battery) for powering any electrical components of the
robot 100.
[0017] The body 110, as shown in FIG. 2A, has a sub-
stantially circular perimeter, and the body 110 shown in
FIG. 2B, had a substantially rectangular perimeter; how-
ever, other shapes may be suitable as well, such as a
substantially pentagonal, or tombstone shape. In some
implementations, the body 110 includes a two part artic-
ulated body, each part having a different shape than the
other part. For example, the two parts articulated body
has a front portion and a rearward portion. The front por-
tion has a circular shape and the rearward portion has a
rectangular or square portion. In some implementations,
the robot 100 includes a frame-and-body structure or a
substantially monocoque structure. Moreover, the body
110 may include a bumper 112 (which may be coupled
to two or more displacement sensors of the sensor sys-
tem 130 to provide impact directionality).
[0018] In the example shown in FIG. 2A, the drive sys-
tem 120 includes right and left drive wheels 122, 124 and
optionally a following or supporting wheel 126 (e.g. a
caster). In some implementations, the drive system 120
includes at least one drive wheel 122, 124 (optionally

126) rotated by a respective wheel module 123, 125, 127,
such as a motor or other drive mechanism (e.g., an elec-
tric motor supplied power from a consumer-level battery,
fuel cell, large capacitors, microwave receiver, an inter-
nal/external combustion engine powered by an onboard
fuel source, hydraulic/pneumatic motor powered by an
above aforementioned power source, large potential en-
ergy sources such as wound or compressed springs such
as in hydraulic or pneumatic, vacuum accumulators, fly-
wheels, or compressed air). In the example shown in
FIG. 2B, the drive system 120 includes first and second
right drive wheels 122a, 122b and first and second left
drive wheels 124a, 124b.
[0019] Referring to FIG. 2B, the bumper 112 includes
a first portion 112a and a second portion 112b. A config-
uration and height of the bumper 112, in some instances,
are arranged according to a ground clearance or a cut
height of the cutter 200. The bumper height may be lower
than the cut height of the cutter 200 so that a collision
with the bumper stops the cutter 200 and prevents dam-
age to stationary or living objects. Also, the bumper 112
may rise and lower with the cutter 200.
[0020] With continued reference to FIGS. 2A-2C, the
robot 100 includes a robot controller 150 (e.g., a device
having one or more computing processors 152a in com-
munication with non-transitory memory 152b capable of
storing instructions executable on the computing proc-
essor(s) 152a) disposed within the robot body 110. The
robot controller 150 (executing a control system 155) may
execute routines 156 and behaviors 158 that cause the
robot 100 to take an action, such as maneuvering in a
wall following manner, or changing its direction of travel
when an obstacle is detected. The robot controller 150
can maneuver the robot 100 in any direction across the
lawn by independently controlling the rotational speed
and direction of each wheel module 123, 125, 127 (FIG.
2A) rotating the wheel 122, 124, 126 respectively. For
example, the robot controller 150 can maneuver the robot
100 in the forward F, reverse (aft) A, right R, and left L
directions. The robot controller 150 may direct the robot
100 over a substantially random (e.g., pseudo-random)
path while traversing the lawn 20. The robot controller
150 can be responsive to one or more sensors (e.g.,
bump, proximity, wall, stasis, and cliff sensors) disposed
about the robot body 110. The robot controller 150 can
redirect the wheel modules 123, 125, 127 in response to
signals received from sensors (e.g., of the sensor system
130), causing the robot 100 to avoid obstacles and clutter
while traversing the lawn 20.
[0021] In some implementations, to achieve reliable
and robust autonomous movement, the sensor system
130 includes several different types of sensors, which
can be used in conjunction with one another to create a
perception of the robust environment sufficient to allow
the robot 100 to make intelligent decisions about actions
to take in that environment. Moreover, the robot 100 may
use the sensor system 130 to follow at least one surface
characteristic, such as a cut swath 26 of the lawn 20. The
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robot 100 may follow a surface characteristic using one
or more edge following sensors 132 (also referred to as
cut edge detectors) and edge calibrators 134 (e.g., a
grass character sensor) mounted on the body 110. FIGS.
2A and 2B depicts an exemplary placement of at least
one grass sensor 136 (e.g., that determines a presence
of grass), boundary sensors 138, and the bumper 112
on the body 110. An active or passive fore grass comber
140 precedes the surface treater 200 and an aft grass
comber 142 follows each wheel 122, 124, 126.
[0022] The sensor system 130 may include obstacle
detection obstacle avoidance (ODOA) sensors, commu-
nication sensors, navigation sensors, etc. The ODOA
sensors may include, but are not limited to: a cliff sensor
detecting a cliff proximate the robot body 110 or proxi-
mate a drive element of the drive system 120; a drop
sensor detecting a drop of a drive element (e.g., wheels
122, 124, 126) of the drive system 120; an accelerometer
detecting a speed of the robotic lawnmower 100; and/or
a confinement sensor determining a proximity of the ro-
botic lawnmower to a boundary marker 600 and/or
boundary wire 520. The confinement sensor may include
a transmitter, a receiver or both a transmitter and receiver
depending on the type of confinement system implement-
ed. Additional sensors may include, but are not limited
to, proximity sensors, contact sensors, a camera (e.g.,
volumetric point cloud imaging, three-dimensional (3D)
imaging or depth map sensors, visible light camera
and/or infrared camera), sonar, radar, LIDAR (Light De-
tection and Ranging, which can entail optical remote
sensing that measures properties of scattered light to
find range and/or other information of a distant target),
LIDAR (Laser Detection and Ranging), etc. In some im-
plementations, the sensor system 130 includes ranging
sonar sensors, RF receivers, proximity cliff detectors,
contact sensors, a laser scanner, and/or an imaging so-
nar.
[0023] In some examples, the sensor system 130 in-
cludes an inertial measurement unit (IMU) 154 in com-
munication with the controller 150 to measure and mon-
itor a moment of inertia of the robot 100 with respect to
the overall center of gravity CGR of the robot 100. The
IMU 154 may monitor a tilt of the robot 100 to allow the
robot 100 to avoid mowing or maneuvering above a max-
imum robot tilt angle. For example, when IMU 154 detects
a robot tilt, the robot 100 may compare a measured robot
inclination with known values to determine whether it is
maneuvering over a threshold, tree roots, humps, hill-
ocks, small hills, or other surface phenomena that may
be treated as obstacles, but not easily detectable by
bumpers or proximity sensors. The controller 150 may
monitor any deviation in feedback from the IMU 154 from
a threshold signal corresponding to normal unencum-
bered operation. For example, if the robot 100 begins to
pitch away from an upright position, it may be impeded,
or someone may have suddenly added a heavy payload.
In these instances, it may be necessary to take urgent
action (including, but not limited to, evasive maneuvers,

recalibration, and/or issuing an audio/visual warning) in
order to assure safe operation of the robot 100.
[0024] When accelerating from a stop, the controller
150 may take into account a moment of inertia of the
robot 100 from its overall center of gravity CGR to prevent
the robot 100 from tipping. The controller 150 may use
a model of its pose, including its current moment of iner-
tia. When payloads are supported, the controller 150 may
measure a load impact on the overall center of gravity
CGR and monitor movement of the robot 100 moment of
inertia. If this is not possible, the controller 150 may apply
a test torque command to the drive system 120 and
measure actual linear and angular acceleration of the
robot using the IMU 154, in order to experimentally de-
termine safe limits.
[0025] In some implementations, the robot 100 in-
cludes a navigation system 160 configured to allow the
robot 100 to navigate the lawn 20 without colliding into
obstacles or going outside a configured perimeter 21 of
the lawn 20. In some implementations, the perimeter 21
of the lawn 20 is defined by the loop of boundary wire
520. Moreover, the navigation system 160 can maneuver
the robot 100 in deterministic and pseudo-random pat-
terns across the lawn 20. The navigation system 160 may
be a behavior based system stored and/or executed on
the robot controller 150. The navigation system 160 may
communicate with the sensor system 130 to determine
and issue drive commands to the drive system 120. The
navigation system 160 influences and configures the ro-
bot behaviors 158, thus allowing the robot 100 to behave
in a systematic preplanned movement. In some exam-
ples, the navigation system 160 receives data from the
sensor system 130 and plans a desired path for the robot
100 to traverse.
[0026] In some implementations, the navigation sys-
tem 160 includes a localization system 162. The locali-
zation system 162 determines a global position of the
robot100 with respect to a global origin and one or more
identifiable beacons 50. In some implementations, the
global origin coordinates coincide with the base station
300 from which the robot 100 launches a run. In some
examples, the localization system 162 stores the global
position of the robot 100 in the non-transitory memory
152b, e.g., every threshold period of time, such as, every
10, 20, or 30 seconds, or any other values. In some ex-
amples, the localizing system 162 includes the IMU 154
or a global positioning sensor (GPS) for determining the
position of the robot 100 with respect to a global origin
(e.g., the base station 300 or some other pose of the
robot at the start of a run).
[0027] The robotic lawnmower 100 may dock at a base
station 300 to recharge the power source 102. FIG. 3
illustrates an example base station 300 having a station
body 310 that defines a surface 312 for receiving the
robot 100. The base station 300 may include a charging
system 320 that electrically connects to the docked robot
100 for wired or wireless charging of the power source
102 of the robot 100. The base station 300 may include
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one or more electrical connectors 322, 322a, 322b (e.g.,
in electrical connection with the charging system 320) for
electrically connecting to one or more boundary markers
600. In some implementations, the base station 300 in-
cludes a beacon 50 housed or supported by the station
body 310.
[0028] Referring to FIG. 4, a method of lawn cutting
with a robotic lawnmower 100 having a cutter system
200, a sensor system 130, and a drive system 120 carried
by a body 110 includes step S10 of activating the drive
system 120 to maneuver the robotic lawnmower 100
across a lawn 20, step S30 of detecting a swath edge 26
with the swath edge detector 132, and step S40 of fol-
lowing a detected swath edge 26. The method may in-
clude step S20 of orienting blades of grass of the lawn
20 with a grass arranger (e.g., bumper 112 or grass comb
140) carried by the body 110 forward of the swath edge
detector 132 carried by the body 110. The method in-
cludes step S50 of erecting blades of grass of the lawn
20 with a fore grass comber 140 carried by the body 110
forward of the cutter 200, step S60 of cutting the lawn 20
with the cutter 200, and step S70 of arranging blades of
grass of the lawn 20 with an aft grass comber 142 carried
by the body 110 rearward of the cutter 200 and/or the
drive system 120. In some examples, the method in-
cludes one or more of the following steps: step S80 of
continuously scanning for an absence of lawn 20 with
the lawn detector 136 carried by the body 110, where the
drive system 120 redirects the robot 100 in response to
detecting an absence of lawn 20; step S90 of continu-
ously scanning for a body of liquid proximate the robot
100 with a liquid detector carried by the body 110, where
the drive system 120 redirects the robot 100 in response
to detecting a body of liquid; step S100 of continuously
scanning for a potential obstacle proximate the robot 100
with a proximity sensor (e.g., infrared sensor, sonar, or
time of flight sensor) carried by the body 110, where the
drive system 120 redirects the robot 100 in response to
detecting a potential obstacle; and step S110 of contin-
uously scanning for a boundary markers 600 with a
boundary detector 138 carried by the body 110, where
the drive system 120 redirects the robot 100 in response
to detecting a boundary marker 600 (discussed below).
[0029] FIG. 5 illustrates an example robotic lawnmow-
er system 10 that includes a robotic lawnmower 100
bounded by a confinement system 500 arranged about
a perimeter 21 of a lawn 20 associated with a house 22.
The confinement system 500 traces the perimeter 21 of
the lawn 20 with a series of boundary markers 600 and
boundary wire 520. In some implementations, the bound-
ary markers 600 are dispensing units, each housing dis-
pensable wire 520 and a beacon 50. The dispensing units
600 and the base station 300 can be arranged and con-
nected by the boundary wire 520 to form a loop of con-
nected boundary wires 520 that confines the robotic
lawnmower 100 in the work area 20. In the example
shown, the dispenser units 600 and boundary wire 520
define a confinement perimeter 21 that the robotic lawn-

mower 100 avoids crossing while autonomously cutting
the lawn 20 in the autonomous mode. Moreover, the bea-
cons 50, 50a-h placed along the perimeter of the lawn
20 aid localization of the robotic lawnmower 100.
[0030] Referring to FIGS. 6A-6H, in some implemen-
tations, a boundary marker 600 is a dispenser unit 600
including a unit housing 610 containing a length of bound-
ary wire 520 and a beacon 50 in communication with the
robotic lawnmower 100. The boundary wire 520 is elec-
trically connected to the dispenser unit 600 (e.g., to the
unit housing 610) at one end and terminates in a mating
connector 522 at the other end for transferring an elec-
trical signal carried through the boundary wire 520. The
mating connector 522 protrudes from or passes through
an opening 612 defined by the housing 610.
[0031] The dispenser unit 600 allows for dispensing of
a variable length of the boundary wire 520 from the unit
housing 610. The dispenser unit 600 may include a ro-
tatable spool 620 housed by the unit housing 610 and
carrying a winding of the boundary wire 520. The spool
620 may be spring biased toward a take-in rotation di-
rection and selectively engageable to allow selective re-
traction of a variable length of boundary wire 520. For
example, the boundary wire 520 can be retained on a
spring biased, retractable spool 620 (e.g., like a window
shade) that allows a user to pull a length of boundary
wire 520 from the unit housing 610 and release the
boundary wire 520 without an automatic re-spooling of
the boundary wire 520 back into the unit housing 610 and
onto the spool 620. In another example, the dispensed
length of boundary wire 520 remains under tension, such
that the spring loaded spool 620 pulls the boundary wire
520 taught once the mating connector 522 is inserted
into a receiving terminal 630 of a housing 610 of another
dispenser unit 600, or an electrical connector 322 of a
base station 300 (e.g., recharging dock or other powered
unit). Spooled configurations (either manual rewind or
automatic retraction) of the dispenser unit 600 facilitate
efficient, quick dispensing and retrieval of the boundary
wire 520.
[0032] In some implementations, the dispenser unit
600 further includes a flat bottom 614 of the unit housing
610 for resting on the ground, or one or more support
stakes 640 extending from the bottom 614 of the unit
housing 610 for planting in the ground. In some imple-
mentations, the one or more support stakes 640 are per-
manently formed with or joined to the flat bottom 614,
and in other implementations, the one or more support
stakes 640 re removably secured by a non-permanent
fastener, such a threaded screw style mating end, snap
fit parts, or a foldable hinge joint for more compact stor-
age and packaging.
[0033] Additionally, some implementations of the dis-
penser unit 600 include a guide tab 650 disposed on an
exterior surface of the housing 610 or the flat bottom 614
for holding a boundary wire 520 threaded therein close
to the ground and beneath the tips of blades of grass.
The guide tab 650 is located in line with the opening 612
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through which the boundary wire 520 feeds and is below
the opening 612, closer to the ground. By redirecting and
holding the boundary wire 520 beneath the grass tips
and against the ground, the guide tab 650 helps hide the
boundary wire 520 from view and maintain the appear-
ance of the lawn 20. In some implementations, the dis-
penser unit 600 further includes a set screw for tensioning
the spool 620 in spring loaded implementations.
[0034] In some implementations, the dispenser unit
600 includes a visible indicator 660 of the remaining
length left of boundary wire 520 on the spool 620. In one
example, the visible indicator 660 is a visible counter
660a, 660b of how much boundary wire 520 remains on
the spool 620. In some implementations, the visible coun-
ter 660 is a window 660a formed through the housing
610 for viewing the remaining boundary wire 520, the
window 660a having graduated tick marks 662 along its
edge indicating how much length of boundary wire 520
remains on the spool 620. In other implementations, the
visible counter 660 may be measurement indicia 660b
written on the boundary wire 520 or indicated by color
coded wire sheathing that alerts a user that only a certain
length of boundary wire 520 remains in the housing 610.
For example, sheathing on the dispensed boundary wire
520 may change from green to red when only a few me-
ters remain on the spool 620.
[0035] The dispenser unit 600 may include a transceiv-
er 700 in communication with the boundary wire 520 for
transmitting and receiving communications along the
boundary wire 520. The transceiver 700 includes a trans-
mitter 702 and a receiver 704, which may or may not
share common circuitry. The base unit 300 may include
a transceiver 700 as well for communicating along a con-
nected boundary wire 520.
[0036] As depicted in FIG. 5, knowing how much
boundary wire 520 remains within the housing 610 of the
dispenser unit 600 enables a user to add vertices and
bend a length of dispensed boundary wire 520 with an
anchor 550, such as a tent hook or a spike with a hori-
zontal groove on top. By hooking the boundary wire 520
in the groove and holding the spike, the user can pull the
boundary wire 520 to the side to enclose more space as
the boundary wire 520 spools out and runs through the
groove as it is translated. The user can then flip the spike
over and spike it in the ground when the boundary wire
520 is pulled to the desired angle and location. The spool-
to-spool boundary wire 520 is therefore laid out at one
or more angles as desired.
[0037] In all embodiments of the dispenser unit 600,
spring loaded or not, the boundary wire 520 may be pulled
slack and laid against the ground before being staked in
place with an anchor 550, such a tent hook or U anchor.
In some implementations, the dispensed boundary wire
520 can be pinned to the ground along its length and/or
buried. In implementations in which the dispensed
boundary wire 520 connecting two dispenser units is bur-
ied along its length, the boundary wire 520 may be laid
in a trench that is later filed or it may be stitched into the

ground with a driven hook-and-stich device that buries
the boundary wire 520 between anchors 550 by threading
the wire into the ground. By providing the boundary wire
520 on a dispensable spool 620, the boundary wire 520
can unspool from the dispensing unit 600 as the driving
hook-and-stitch device pulls the boundary wire 520 and
stitches it into the ground. By housing the boundary wire
520 on a spool 620, the dispenser unit 600 allows the
user to position a dispensed length of boundary wire 520
without having to worry about dispensing an exact
amount. More boundary wire 520 may automatically dis-
pense if the user pulls on the spool 620 while securing
the boundary wire 520 along its length. Additionally, in
spring loaded implementations, the spool 620 may take
up any remaining slack in the dispensed boundary wire
520 once a user has the boundary wire 520 installed be-
tween dispensing units 600.
[0038] With continued reference to FIG. 5, the confine-
ment system 500 includes at least two dispenser units
600 each housing a length of boundary wire 520 as pre-
viously described. The dispenser units 600 are daisy
chainable conductor spools. Each dispenser unit 600 in-
cludes a receiving terminal 630 for receiving a mating
connector 522 of a length of boundary wire 520 extending
from another dispenser unit 600 placed such that the two
dispenser units are separated by a distance spanned by
the boundary wire 520 therebetween. In some implemen-
tations, the dispenser units 600 do not house a beacon
50. In other implementations, some or each dispenser
unit includes a beacon 50 configured to transmit a beacon
identifier signal to the operating robotic lawnmower 100,
so that the robotic lawnmower 100 can localize to the
dispenser units 600 or within a previously mapped area
of the lawn 20 (e.g., previously mapped during a teaching
run for a teach and playback system 170 (FIG. 2C)).
[0039] In some implementations, the beacon identifier
is a sequence value (e.g. 1, 2, 3,...n) corresponding to a
sequential position of the corresponding dispenser unit
600 or base station300 along the connected boundary
wires 520, and the at least two dispenser units 600 com-
municate over the boundary wire 520 connecting them
to assign a consecutive sequence value to the beacon
identifiers. In some implementations, the robot 100 rec-
ognizes a nearby beacon 50 using infrared (IR) or another
line of sight communication signal and then pairs to the
beacon 50 with an RF signal. In other implementations,
the confinement system 500 is in wired or wireless com-
munication with a network, and the dispenser units 600
and their associated beacons 50 each have a unique
ipv6 address. In some implementations, the dispenser
units 600 include other individual identification means
perceptible to the robot 100, such as a bar code or en-
coded signal to enable the robot 100 to localize to the
identifiable individual beacons 50. In additional imple-
mentations, the robot 100 includes a boundary detection
scanner 138 (see FIG. 2A and 2B) disposed on the robot
body 110 that is configured to perform a scan match of
the perimeter 21 and identify the at least two dispenser
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units 600 by scan matching. In implementations including
dispenser units 600 placed along the perimeter 21 of the
lawn 20, the dispenser units 600 are individually identi-
fiable by adjacent scan match data, and the robot 100 is
able to localize to the individually identifiable dispenser
units 600.
[0040] The confinement system 500 may include a
powered unit 300 (e.g., the charging station or dock 300)
having a beacon 50 configured to transmit a beacon iden-
tifier signal to the operating robotic lawnmower 100. The
powered unit 300 is in wired connection with the at least
two dispenser units 600 via the one or more electrical
connectors 322 thereon for completing a loop 21 of
boundary wire 520 such that the robot 100 is confined
by the loop 21 in an outdoor work area 20. In some im-
plementations, the perimeter loop 21 of boundary wire
520 is a current carrying loop of wire that constrains the
robot 100 from going outside its boundaries. The pow-
ered unit 300 may be a robotic lawnmower dock and re-
charging station configured to receive a mating connector
522 of one of the at least two dispenser units 600 and
transmit a signal along the closed circuit loop of boundary
wire 520. In some examples, the powered unit 300 is
configured to mate with a receiving terminal 630 of one
of the at least two dispenser units and transmit a current
along the dock wire and lengths of boundary wire 520
dispensed from the daisy chained, conducting dispenser
units 600. In some examples, the powered unit 300 is an
electrical socket (e.g., a wired electrical socket (wall or
floor socket) that receives an electrical plug in electrical
communication with the boundary wire 520).
[0041] In some implementations, the beacons 50 are
localization beacons that emit a localization signal for
receipt by the robot 100. The robot 100 may use the lo-
calization signal to calculate a pose of the robot 100
based on signal strength ranging (SSR), an angle of ar-
rival (AOA), and/or time difference of arrival (TDOA). For
example, the robot 100 may include a laser or radar and
the beacons 50 receive the signal and transmit back a
localization signal for running a TDOA location algorithm.
Additionally or alternatively, the localization signal trans-
mitted by the beacon 50 is a radio frequency (RF) emis-
sion and, in some implementations, the RF emission is
an ultra-wide band (UWB) emission.
[0042] The robot 100 may localize by determining an
angle and range (e.g., distance D1, D2, D3 as shown in
FIG. 5) of the robot 100 to three or more boundary mark-
ers 600. In some implementations, the boundary markers
600 are in the line of sight of the robot 100 and configured
for LIDAR scan matching, or may include passive LIDAR
retroreflectors (beacons 50) or both of those together. In
some examples, the boundary markers 600 are config-
ured for RADAR scan matching, or may include RADAR
retroreflectors (passive beacons 50) or both. In yet ad-
ditional examples, the boundary markers 600 include
UWB beacons 50. Other types of beacons 50 may also
be used in the boundary markers 600, such that the robot
100 may communicate with the boundary markers 600

(e.g., the robot 100 includes a receiver and/or a trans-
mitter communicating with the beacons 50).
[0043] The at least two boundary markers/dispenser
units 600 and the powered unit 300 can be daisy chained
conductors configured to communicate a transmitted sig-
nal through the perimeter loop 21 of boundary wire 520.
In some implementations, the beacons 50 of the at least
two boundary markers 600 emit isynchronous localiza-
tion signals, and the communicated transmitted signal
between the at least two boundary markers 600 is a sync
pulse. In some implementations, the isynchronous local-
ization signals are time of arrival emissions in the ultraw-
ide RF band. The robot 100 may include a localizing sys-
tem 162 that records each global position of the robot
100 with respect to the beacons 50 of the at least two
boundary markers 600 and a work area global origin,
such as a location of the powered unit 300.
[0044] Various implementations of the systems and
techniques described here can be realized in digital elec-
tronic and/or optical circuitry, integrated circuitry, special-
ly designed ASICs (application specific integrated cir-
cuits), computer hardware, firmware, software, and/or
combinations thereof. These various implementations
can include implementation in one or more computer pro-
grams that are executable and/or interpretable on a pro-
grammable system including at least one programmable
processor, which may be special or general purpose,
coupled to receive data and instructions from, and to
transmit data and instructions to, a storage system, at
least one input device, and at least one output device.
[0045] One or more aspects of the disclosure can be
implemented in a computing system that includes a back-
end component, e.g., as a data server, or that includes
a middleware component, e.g., an application server, or
that includes a frontend component, e.g., a client com-
puter having a graphical user interface or a Web browser
through which a user can interact with an implementation
of the subject matter described in this specification, or
any combination of one or more such backend, middle-
ware, or frontend components. The components of the
system can be interconnected by any form or medium of
digital data communication, e.g., a communication net-
work. Examples of communication networks include a
local area network ("LAN") and a wide area network
("WAN"), an inter-network (e.g., the Internet), and peer-
to-peer networks (e.g., ad hoc peer-to-peer networks).
[0046] The computing system can include clients and
servers. A client and server are generally remote from
each other and typically interact through a communica-
tion network. The relationship of client and server arises
by virtue of computer programs running on the respective
computers and having a client-server relationship to each
other. In some implementations, a server transmits data
(e.g., an HTML page) to a client device (e.g., for purposes
of displaying data to and receiving user input from a user
interacting with the client device). Data generated at the
client device (e.g., a result of the user interaction) can be
received from the client device at the server.
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[0047] While this specification contains many specif-
ics, these should not be construed as limitations on the
scope of the disclosure or of what may be claimed, but
rather as descriptions of features specific to particular
implementations of the disclosure. Certain features that
are described in this specification in the context of sep-
arate implementations can also be implemented in com-
bination in a single implementation. Conversely, various
features that are described in the context of a single im-
plementation can also be implemented in multiple imple-
mentations separately or in any suitable sub-combina-
tion. Moreover, although features may be described
above as acting in certain combinations and even initially
claimed as such, one or more features from a claimed
combination can in some cases be excised from the com-
bination, and the claimed combination may be directed
to a sub-combination or variation of a sub-combination.
[0048] Similarly, while operations are depicted in the
drawings in a particular order, this should not be under-
stood as requiring that such operations be performed in
the particular order shown or in sequential order, or that
all illustrated operations be performed, to achieve desir-
able results. In certain circumstances, multi-tasking and
parallel processing may be advantageous. Moreover, the
separation of various system components in the embod-
iments described above should not be understood as re-
quiring such separation in all embodiments, and it should
be understood that the described program components
and systems can generally be integrated together in a
single software product or packaged into multiple soft-
ware products.
[0049] A number of implementations have been de-
scribed. Nevertheless, it will be understood that various
modifications may be made without departing from the
invention. Accordingly, other implementations are within
the scope of the following claims.

Claims

1. A robotic lawnmower confinement system (500)
comprising:

at least two dispenser units (600, 600a, 600b),
each dispenser unit (600, 600a, 600b) compris-
ing:

a housing (610) containing a length of
boundary wire (520) electrically connected
to the housing (610) at one end and termi-
nating at a mating connector (522) for trans-
ferring an electrical signal at the opposite
end, the housing (610) defining an opening
(612) for dispensing a variable length of the
boundary wire (520); and
a receiving terminal (630) disposed on the
housing (610) for receiving a mating con-
nector (522) of another dispenser unit (600);

and
a powered unit (300) in wired connection
with the at least two dispenser units (600,
600a, 600b), the powered unit (300) com-
prising at least one electrical connector
(322, 322a, 322b) configured to connect
and deliver current to at least one of the at
least two dispenser units (600, 600a, 600b);

wherein the at least two dispenser units (600,
600a, 600b) and the powered unit (300) are ar-
ranged and connected to form a loop of connect-
ed boundary wires (520) recognizable by a ro-
botic lawnmower (100).

2. The robotic lawnmower confinement system (500)
of claim 1, wherein the at least one electrical con-
nector (322, 322a, 322b) of the powered unit (300)
is configured to receive a mating connector (522) of
a boundary wire (520) of one of the at least two dis-
penser units (600, 600a, 600b).

3. The robotic lawnmower confinement system (500)
of claim 1 or 2, wherein the powered unit (300) com-
prises another boundary wire (520) configured to
mate with a receiving terminal (630) of one of the at
least two dispenser units (600, 600a, 600b).

4. The robotic lawnmower confinement system (500)
of any preceding claim, wherein the powered unit
(300) comprises:

a unit body (310) defining a receiving surface
(312) configured to receive the robotic lawn-
mower (100) in a docked position; and
a charging system (302) supported by the unit
body (310) and configured to electrically con-
nect with the robotic lawnmower (100), when the
robotic lawnmower (100) is in the docked posi-
tion.

5. The robotic lawnmower confinement system (500)
of any preceding claim, further comprising a beacon
(50) disposed on each of the at least two dispenser
units (600, 600a, 600b) and the powered unit (300),
the beacon (50) configured to transmit a beacon
identifier signal to the robotic lawnmower (100).

6. The robotic lawnmower confinement system (500)
of claim 5, wherein the beacon identifier signal com-
prises a sequence value corresponding to a sequen-
tial position of the corresponding beacon (50) along
the connected boundary wires (520).

7. The robotic lawnmower confinement system (500)
of claim 6, wherein the at least two dispenser units
(600, 600a, 600b) communicate over the connected
boundary wires (520) to assign the sequence value
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to each beacon (50).

8. The robotic lawnmower confinement system (500)
of any of claims 5-7, wherein each beacon (50) is
configured to emit a localization signal for receipt by
the operating robotic lawnmower (100), the localiza-
tion signal allowing the robotic lawnmower (100) to
calculate a pose of the robotic lawnmower (100)
based on at least one of signal strength ranging
(SSR), time difference of arrival (TDOA), or an angle
of arrival (AOA), the localization signal optionally
comprising a radio frequency (RF) signal, preferably
an ultra-wide band (UWB) emission.

9. The robotic lawnmower confinement system (500)
of any of claims 5-8, wherein the at least two dis-
penser units (600, 600a, 600b) and the powered unit
(300) each comprise a transceiver (700) configured
to communicate and/or receive a communication
signal through the connected boundary wires (520)
to/from another one of the at least two dispenser
units (600, 600a, 600b) or the powered unit (300).

10. The robotic lawnmower confinement system (500)
of claim 9, wherein the beacons (50) emit isynchro-
nous localization signals and the communication sig-
nal between the at least two dispenser units (600,
600a, 600b) is a sync pulse.

11. The robotic lawnmower confinement system (500)
of claim 10, wherein the isynchronous localization
signals are time of arrival emissions in an ultra-wide
radio frequency band.

12. The robotic lawnmower confinement system (500)
of any preceding claim, wherein each dispenser unit
(600) comprises a rotatable spool (620) housed by
the housing (610) and carrying a winding of the cor-
responding length of boundary wire (520).

13. The robotic lawnmower confinement system (500)
of claim 12, wherein the rotatable spool (620) is
spring biased toward a take-in rotation direction and
selectively engageable to allow selective retraction
of a variable length of boundary wire (520).

14. The robotic lawnmower confinement system (500)
of any preceding claim, wherein each dispenser unit
(600) comprises a stake (640) disposed on the hous-
ing (610) for anchoring the dispenser unit (600) to a
ground surface.

15. The robotic lawnmower confinement system (500)
of any preceding claim, wherein the powered unit
(300) comprises an electrical socket.

Patentansprüche

1. Roboterrasenmäher-Einschlusssystem (500), um-
fassend:

mindestens zwei Ausgabeeinheiten (600, 600a,
600b), wobei jede Ausgabeeinheit (600, 600a,
600b) umfasst:

ein Gehäuse (610), das eine Länge des Be-
grenzungsdrahts (520) enthält, der an ei-
nem Ende elektrisch an das Gehäuse (610)
angeschlossenen ist und an einem Gegen-
verbinder (522) zum Übertragen eines elek-
trischen Signals an das entgegengesetzten
Ende endet, wobei das Gehäuse (610) eine
Öffnung (612) zum Ausgeben einer variab-
len Länge des Begrenzungsdrahts (520)
definiert; und
einen Aufnahmeanschluss (630), der auf
dem Gehäuse (610) angeordnet ist, um ei-
nen Gegenverbinder (522) einer anderen
Ausgabeeinheit (600) aufzunehmen; und
eine angetriebene Einheit (300) in drahtge-
bundener Verbindung mit den mindestens
zwei Ausgabeeinheiten (600, 600a, 600b),
wobei die angetriebene Einheit (300) min-
destens einen elektrischen Verbinder (322,
322a, 322b) umfasst, der konfiguriert ist, um
Strom für mindestens eine der mindestens
zwei Ausgabeeinheiten (600, 600a, 600b)
anzuschließen und zu liefern;

wobei die mindestens zwei Ausgabeeinheiten
(600, 600a, 600b) und die angetriebene Einheit
(300) angeordnet und angeschlossen sind, um
eine Schleife von verbundenen Begrenzungs-
drähten (520) zu bilden, die durch einen Robo-
terrasenmäher (100) erkennbar sind.

2. Roboterrasenmäher-Einschlusssystem (500) nach
Anspruch 1, wobei der mindestens eine elektrische
Verbinder (322, 322a, 322b) der angetriebenen Ein-
heit (300) konfiguriert ist, um einen Gegenverbinder
(522) eines Begrenzungsdrahts (520) von einer der
mindestens zwei Ausgabeeinheiten (600, 600a,
600b) aufzunehmen.

3. Roboterrasenmäher-Einschlusssystem (500) nach
Anspruch 1 oder 2, wobei die angetriebene Einheit
(300) einen anderen Begrenzungsdraht (520) um-
fasst, der konfiguriert ist, um sich mit einem Aufnah-
meanschluss (630) von einer der mindestens zwei
Ausgabeeinheiten (600, 600a, 600b) zu verbinden.

4. Roboterrasenmäher-Einschlusssystem (500) nach
einem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, wobei die
angetriebene Einheit (300) umfasst:
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einen Einheitskörper (310), der eine Aufnahme-
fläche (312) definiert, die konfiguriert ist, um den
Roboterrasenmäher (100) in einer angedockten
Position aufzunehmen; und ein Ladesystem
(302), das von dem Einheitskörper (310) getra-
gen wird und konfiguriert ist, um elektrisch an
den Roboterrasenmäher (100) angeschlossen
zu werden, wenn sich der Roboterrasenmäher
(100) in der angedockten Position befindet.

5. Roboterrasenmäher-Einschlusssystem (500) nach
einem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, ferner um-
fassend eine Bake (50), die an jeder der mindestens
zwei Ausgabeeinheiten (600, 600a, 600b) und der
angetriebenen Einheit (300) angeordnet ist, wobei
die Bake (50) konfiguriert ist, um ein Bakenken-
nungssignal an den Roboterrasenmäher (100) zu
übertragen.

6. Roboterrasenmäher-Einschlusssystem (500) nach
Anspruch 5, wobei das Bakenkennungssignal einen
Sequenzwert umfasst, der einer aufeinanderfolgen-
den Position der entsprechenden Bake (50) entlang
den angeschlossenen Begrenzungsdrähten (520)
entspricht.

7. Roboterrasenmäher-Einschlusssystem (500) nach
Anspruch 6, wobei die mindestens zwei Ausgabe-
einheiten (600, 600a, 600b) über die angeschlosse-
nen Begrenzungsdrähte (520) kommunizieren, um
den Sequenzwert jeder Bake (50) zuzuordnen.

8. Roboterrasenmäher-Einschlusssystem (500) nach
einem der Ansprüche 5 bis 7, wobei jede Bake (50)
konfiguriert ist, um ein Lokalisierungssignal zum
Empfang durch den betriebenen Roboterrasenmä-
her (100) auszusenden, wobei das Lokalisierungs-
signal dem Roboterrasenmäher (100) gestattet, eine
Position des Roboterrasenmähers (100) basierend
auf mindestens einem von dem Signalstärkebereich
(Signal Strength Ranging, SSR), der Ankunftszeit-
differenz (Time Difference Of Arrival, TDOA) oder
einem Ankunftswinkel (Angle Of Arrival, AOA) zu be-
rechnen, wobei das Lokalisierungssignal optional
ein Hochfrequenz(HF)-Signal, vorzugsweise eine
Ultrabreitband(Ultra Wide Band, UWB)-Emission,
umfasst.

9. Roboterrasenmäher-Einschlusssystem (500) nach
einem der Ansprüche 5 bis 8, wobei die mindestens
zwei Ausgabeeinheiten (600, 600a, 600b) und die
angetriebene Einheit (300) jeweils einen Transcei-
ver (700) umfassen, der konfiguriert ist, um ein Kom-
munikationssignal über die angeschlossenen Be-
grenzungsdrähte (520) an/von einer anderen der
mindestens zwei Ausgabeeinheiten (600, 600a,
600b) oder der angetriebenen Einheit (300) zu kom-
munizieren und/oder zu empfangen.

10. Roboterrasenmäher-Einschlusssystem (500) nach
Anspruch 9, wobei die Baken (50) asynchrone Lo-
kalisierungssignale aussenden und das Kommuni-
kationssignal zwischen den mindestens zwei Aus-
gabeeinheiten (600, 600a, 600b) ein Synchronisati-
onsimpuls ist.

11. Roboterrasenmäher-Einschlusssystem (500) nach
Anspruch 10, wobei die asynchronen Lokalisie-
rungssignale Ankunftszeitemissionen in einem Ul-
trabreitband-Hochfrequenzband sind.

12. Roboterrasenmäher-Einschlusssystem (500) nach
einem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, wobei jede
Ausgabeeinheit (600) eine drehbare Spule (620)
umfasst, die in dem Gehäuse (610) untergebracht
ist und eine Wicklung der entsprechenden Länge
des Begrenzungsdrahtes (520) trägt.

13. Roboterrasenmäher-Einschlusssystem (500) nach
Anspruch 12, wobei die drehbare Spule (620) in
Richtung einer Einzugsdrehrichtung federvorge-
spannt ist und selektiv in Eingriff bringbar ist, um ein
selektives Zurückziehen einer variablen Länge des
Begrenzungsdrahts (520) zu ermöglichen.

14. Roboterrasenmäher-Einschlusssystem (500) nach
einem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, wobei jede
Ausgabeeinheit (600) einen Pflock (640) umfasst,
der auf dem Gehäuse (610) angeordnet ist, um die
Ausgabeeinheit (600) an einer Bodenoberfläche zu
verankern.

15. Roboterrasenmäher-Einschlusssystem (500) nach
einem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, wobei die
angetriebene Einheit (300) eine Steckdose umfasst.

Revendications

1. Système de confinement de tondeuse à gazon ro-
botisée (500) comprenant :

au moins deux unités de distribution (600, 600a,
600b), chaque unité de distribution (600, 600a,
600b) comprenant :

un boîtier (610) contenant une longueur de
fil de délimitation (520) raccordé électrique-
ment au boîtier (610) au niveau d’une ex-
trémité et se terminant au niveau d’un con-
necteur homologue (522) pour transférer un
signal électrique au niveau de l’extrémité
opposée, le boîtier (610) définissant une
ouverture (612) pour distribuer une lon-
gueur variable du fil de délimitation (520) ; et
une borne de réception (630) disposée sur
le boîtier (610) pour recevoir un connecteur
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homologue (522) d’une autre unité de dis-
tribution (600) ; et
une unité motorisée (300) en connexion câ-
blée avec les deux, ou plus, unités de dis-
tribution (600, 600a, 600b), l’unité motori-
sée (300) comprenant au moins un connec-
teur électrique (322, 322a, 322b) configuré
pour connecter et distribuer un courant à au
moins l’une des deux, ou plus, unités de dis-
tribution (600, 600a, 600b) ;

dans lequel les deux, ou plus, unités de distri-
bution (600, 600a, 600b) et l’unité motorisée
(300) sont disposées et raccordées de sorte à
former une boucle de fils de délimitation con-
nectés (520) reconnaissable par une tondeuse
à gazon robotisée (100).

2. Système de confinement de tondeuse à gazon ro-
botisée (500) selon la revendication 1, dans lequel
le ou les connecteurs électriques (322, 322a, 322b)
de l’unité motorisée (300) sont configurés pour re-
cevoir un connecteur homologue (522) d’un fil de
délimitation (520) de l’une des deux, ou plus, unités
de distribution (600, 600a, 600b).

3. Système de confinement de tondeuse à gazon ro-
botisée (500) selon la revendication 1 ou 2, dans
lequel l’unité motorisée (300) comprend un autre fil
de délimitation (520) configuré pour être couplé à
une borne de réception (630) de l’une des deux, ou
plus, unités de distribution (600, 600a, 600b).

4. Système de confinement de tondeuse à gazon ro-
botisée (500) selon l’une quelconque des revendi-
cations précédentes, dans lequel l’unité motorisée
(300) comprend :

un corps d’unité (310) définissant une surface
de réception (312) configurée pour recevoir la
tondeuse à gazon robotisée (100) dans une po-
sition arrimée; et
un système de charge (302) supporté par le
corps d’unité (310) et configuré pour être rac-
cordé électriquement à la tondeuse à gazon ro-
botisée (100) lorsque la tondeuse à gazon ro-
botisée (100) se trouve en position arrimée.

5. Système de confinement de tondeuse à gazon ro-
botisée (500) selon l’une quelconque des revendi-
cations précédentes, comprenant en outre une ba-
lise (50) disposée sur chacune des deux, ou plus,
unités de distribution (600, 600a, 600b) et sur l’unité
motorisée (300), la balise (50) étant configurée pour
transmettre un signal d’identifiant de balise à la ton-
deuse à gazon robotisée (100).

6. Système de confinement de tondeuse à gazon ro-

botisée (500) selon la revendication 5, dans lequel
le signal d’identifiant de balise comprend une valeur
de séquence correspondant à une position séquen-
tielle de la balise correspondante (50) le long des fils
de délimitation connectés (520).

7. Système de confinement de tondeuse à gazon ro-
botisée (500) selon la revendication 6, dans lequel
les deux, ou plus, unités de distribution (600, 600a,
600b) communiquent sur les fils de délimitation con-
nectés (520) pour attribuer la valeur de séquence à
chaque balise (50).

8. Système de confinement de tondeuse à gazon ro-
botisée (500) selon l’une quelconque des revendi-
cations 5 à 7, dans lequel chaque balise (50) est
configurée pour émettre un signal de localisation
destiné à être reçu par la tondeuse à gazon robotisée
en fonctionnement (100), le signal de localisation
permettant à la tondeuse à gazon robotisée (100)
de calculer une pose de la tondeuse à gazon robo-
tisée (100) en se basant sur une plage de puissance
du signal (SSR) et/ou une différence de temps d’ar-
rivée (TDOA) et/ou un angle d’arrivée (AOA), le si-
gnal de localisation comprenant facultativement un
signal radiofréquence (RF), de préférence une émis-
sion ultra large bande (UWB).

9. Système de confinement de tondeuse à gazon ro-
botisée (500) selon l’une quelconque des revendi-
cations 5 à 8, dans lequel les deux, ou plus, unités
de distribution (600, 600a, 600b) et l’unité motorisée
(300) comprennent chacune un émetteur-récepteur
(700) configuré pour communiquer un signal de com-
munication au moyen des fils de délimitation con-
nectés (520) à une autre unité de distribution des
deux, ou plus, unités de distribution (600, 600a,
600b) ou à l’unité motorisée (300) et/ou recevoir un
signal de communication en provenance d’une autre
unité de distribution des deux, ou plus, unités de dis-
tribution (600, 600a, 600b) ou de l’unité motorisée
(300).

10. Système de confinement de tondeuse à gazon ro-
botisée (500) selon la revendication 9, dans lequel
les balises (50) émettent des signaux de localisation
isynchrones et le signal de communication entre les
deux, ou plus, unités de distribution (600, 600a,
600b) est une impulsion de synchronisation.

11. Système de confinement de tondeuse à gazon ro-
botisée (500) selon la revendication 10, dans lequel
les signaux de localisation isynchrones sont des
émissions de temps d’arrivée dans une bande de
radiofréquences ultra large.

12. Système de confinement de tondeuse à gazon ro-
botisée (500) selon l’une quelconque des revendi-
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cations précédentes, dans lequel chaque unité de
distribution (600) comprend une bobine rotative
(620) logée par le boîtier (610) et supportant un en-
roulement de la longueur correspondante de fil de
délimitation (520).

13. Système de confinement de tondeuse à gazon ro-
botisée (500) selon la revendication 12, dans lequel
la bobine rotative (620) est sollicitée par un ressort
vers une direction de rotation de rentrée et peut venir
en prise de manière sélective pour permettre une
rentrée sélective d’une longueur variable de fil de
délimitation (520).

14. Système de confinement de tondeuse à gazon ro-
botisée (500) selon l’une quelconque des revendi-
cations précédentes, dans lequel chaque unité de
distribution (600) comprend un pieu (640) disposé
sur le boîtier (610) pour ancrer l’unité de distribution
(600) à une surface de sol.

15. Système de confinement de tondeuse à gazon ro-
botisée (500) selon l’une quelconque des revendi-
cations précédentes, dans lequel l’unité motorisée
(300) comprend une prise électrique.
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